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Issues of application of corpus 
methods in teaching foreign 

languages

The article discusses the application of the Applied Linguistics meth
ods in the teaching of foreign languages. The authors analyze the concept 
of “corpus” and the potential of the corpus approach to teaching a foreign 
language. A brief description of the corpus and the concordanceprogram 
is given. The analysis of such methods of corpus linguistics as automated 
extraction of information, teaching based on data, text searches in large
scale corpuses (concordances) is presented. Moreover, the conditions that 
must be taken into account for the use of the corpus in the process of 
teaching a foreign language are explained.
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Са ды ко ваA.K., Ау шах ман А.Т.

Ше тел тіл де рін оқытуда  
кор пус тық әдіс терді қол дану 

мәселелері

Ма қа ла да ше тел ті лін оқы ту да қол дан ба лы линг вис ти ка әдіс те
рі нің мүм кін дік те рі қа рас ты ры ла ды. «Мә тін дер кор пу сы» ұғы мы мен 
кор пус тық тә сіл дің ше тел ті лін оқы ту да ғы по тен циалы ке ңі нен жан
жақ ты тал да на ды. Кор пус пен кон кор дансбағ дар ла ма сы ның қыс
қа ша си пат та ма сы бе ріл ген. Ақ па рат ты ав то мат тан ды рыл ған түр де 
шы ға ру, де рек тер не гі зін де оқы ту, ау қым ды кор пус тар да (кон кор да
нс тар да) де рек тер ді мә тін мен із дес ті ру сияқ ты кор пус тық әдіс тер дің 
тал дауы бе ріл ген. Ше тел ті лін оқу үр де сін де кор пус ты қол да ну үшін 
ес ке рі луі тиіс жағ дай лар ға тү сін дір ме лер бе рі ле ді.

Түйін сөз дер: кор пус, кон кор данс, ше тел тіл де рін оқы ту, кор пус
тық әдіс тер мен тап сыр ма лар, ком му ни ка тив тік ком пе тен ция.

Са ды ко ва А.К., Ау шах ман А.Т.

Воп ро сы ис поль зо ва ния  
кор пус ных ме то дов в обу че нии 

иност ран ным язы кам

В статье расс мат ри вают ся воз мож нос ти ме то дов прик лад ной 
линг вис ти ки в пре по да ва нии иност ран но го язы ка. Ана ли зи рует ся по
ня тие «кор пус текс тов», расс мат ри вает ся по тен циал кор пус но го под
хо да в обу че нии иност ран но му язы ку. Да на крат кая ха рак те рис ти ка 
кор пу са и прог рам мы «кон кор данс». Предс тав лен ана лиз та ких кор
пус ных ме то дов, как ав то ма ти зи ро ван ное изв ле че ние ин фор ма ции, 
обу че ние на ос но ве дан ных, текс то вые поис ки в круп но ма сш таб ных 
кор пу сах (кон кор дан сы), за да ния на ис поль зо ва ние линг вис ти чес ко
го кор пу са для оп ре де ле ния зна че ний слов и др. Пояс няют ся ус ло
вия, ко то рые необ хо ди мо учи ты вать для при ме не ния кор пу са в учеб
ном про цес се по иност ран но му язы ку.

Утверждается, что пользователи национальных корпусов 
(текстов) являются исследователями различного профиля. При 
этом, количество пользователей этих корпусов не ограничевается 
профессиональными исследователями языка. Авторы обосновывают, 
что корпусный подход может интересовать литературоведов, 
историков и представителей многих других областей гуманитарного 
знания.

Клю че вые сло ва: кор пус, кон кор данс, обу че ние иност ран ным 
язы кам, кор пус ные ме то ды и за да ния, ком му ни ка тив ная ком пе тен
ция.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been increasing interest of foreign and 
domestic researchers to the study of theoretical and practical aspects 
of using corpus technologies as a factor of improving the quality 
of foreign language teaching. The research in the field of corpus 
linguistics is increasingly being reflected in the works on the meth-
odology of teaching foreign languages.

One of the current problems of foreign language teaching is the 
lack of adequate teaching materials, while the current daily load of 
teachers in preparation of new teaching materials remains steadi-
ly high. In this area, much assistance can attract corpus linguistics 
methods, which include the automated extraction of information and 
teaching based on data, text searches in large-scale corpora.

Сorpus linguistics, a linguistic direction, which appeared in the 
60-ies of XX century in the United States and Western Europe and 
is engaged in the development of the theory of the corpus and the 
creation and use of text corpora. With the increasing capabilities of 
modern computer technology, corpus linguistics gained rapid devel-
opment, leading to the creation of case projects of various sizes in 
different languages and for different purposes.

Main part

In the scientific literature can be found different definitions of 
the corpus, but most of the researchers understand corpus as set or-
ganized in a certain way, whose elements are the texts. The organi-
zation of the corpus can be different, depending on the pragmatic 
goals of its creator or the user. The texts, which are the constituent 
elements of the corpus, may be a complete verbal original product 
or any part of it. V.V.Rykov considers linguistic corpus as a collec-
tion of texts, which is based on a logical plan, the logical idea of 
combining these elements. The logical idea is embodied in the rules 
of organization of the texts in the corpus, algorithm and program 
analysis of text corpus,and conjugate with it ideology and methodol-
ogy [1]. That is, the corpus is a set of texts collected in accordance 
with certain principles, marked by a certain standard and provided 
by specialized search system.

ISSUES OF APPLICATION 
OF CORPUS METHODS 

IN TEACHING FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES
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Today, with the help of the corpus you can solve 
problems that were previously not feasible. The 
corpus is often seen as a kind of reduced model of 
language or sublanguage. The validity of the results 
obtained on its basis is mainly determined by its rep-
resentativeness, which usually refers to the ability of 
a limited number of texts selected according to certain 
criteria, reflect patterns of language use, and charac-
terize the language as a whole. The presence of the 
corpus and the possibility of collecting and process-
ing large amounts of linguistic data provide verifiable 
hypotheses, assumptions and conclusions [2].

The users of national corpora are, of course, 
linguists, researchers of various profiles. However, 
the number of users is not limited by professional 
researchers of language. The data on language of a 
particular period or an author may also interest liter-
ary scholars, historians and representatives of many 
other areas of the humanitarian knowledge.

Most of the major languages of the world al-
ready have their own national corpora (which differ 
in completeness and level of scientific text process-
ing). Today, there are representative national lin-
guistic corpora covering a large number of different 
genres and registers, such as the British National 
Corpus (The British National Corpus, BNC, 100 
million tokens), replenishing the Bank of the Eng-
lish language (COBUILT Bank of English, 200 mil-
lion tokens).

However, there were also more specialized cor-
pora, representing both written and oral academic 
speech, such as the CANCODE (Cambridge and 
Nottingham Corpus of Discourse in English), MIC-
CASE (Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken Eng-
lish), and LIBEL CASE (LIBEL Corpus of Spoken 
Academic English).The development of Cambridge 
International Corpus of North American English 
(CIC North America, Cambridge International 
Corpus), whose materials formed the basis of the 
grammar of oral and written English «Cambridge 
Grammar of English» is a great achievement of cor-
pus linguistics.One of the first grammar of a new 
type, based on the corpus data and the comparison 
of oral and written registers of speech, a “Grammar 
of spoken and written English language» («Long-
man Grammar of Spoken and Written English», LG-
SWE) publishing house “Longman”, which was re-
leased in 1999. It is based on materials of Longman 
corpus (LSWE Corpus, Longman Spoken & Written 
English Corpus).

Thus, the rapid development of corpus linguis-
tics in recent decades has led to changes in the field 
of foreign language teaching.The methodology of 
teaching a foreign language is always looking for 

ways to transfer the experience by the most effective 
way, and is committed to finding simple and easy 
methods of presentation of complex and diverse 
linguistic material. Corpus instruments as tools of 
managing large volumes of data in various ways 
reduce the chaotic diversity of language to a more 
organized set of words [3].

There is no doubt that the corpus-oriented ap-
proach has great potential in the practice of teaching 
foreign languages. Methodologically-oriented cor-
pus of the subject field can help in the task of selec-
tion of the content of education. Developing teach-
ing materials with the emphasis on corpus will give 
the opportunity to introduce the world advanced ex-
perience of foreign language teaching with the help 
of corpus methods.

Thus, in the process of learning a foreign lan-
guage the learner has the opportunity to resort to the 
use of the language data directly from the corpus. 
This direction of teaching obtained its name on the 
basis of data or data – driven learning (DDL). The 
basic idea is that students master the language much 
better when the learning process is encouraged the us-
age of the model of “observe – hypothesize – experi-
ment”. Teaching with the use of the database (DDL) 
is an approach that provides access of the student to 
numerous facts of the speech use. During these train-
ing students have the opportunity to draw their own 
conclusions about the meaning of individual words or 
phrases, grammar rules on the basis of authentic lan-
guage material, analyze the real facts of speech use 
collected in the corpus of the language. This inductive 
method complements the more common deductive 
approach, also known as “listen – practice – speak,” 
in which students get the knowledge about the rules 
and definitions from the explanations of the teacher 
and reference books. Such exercises are widely used 
in teaching with the use of computer (computer as-
sisted language learning, CALL) [4]. 

Electronic corpora allow not only quick and effi-
cient solution of the tasks facing the science, but also 
to put forward new ones, that virtually used to be 
impossible to meet because of their complexity[5]. 
Using electronic corpus not only to global changes 
in the history of the language, but also the changes 
less extensive, occupying one or two decades can 
be traced. Since entering into the texts included in 
the corpus are dated, it is not difficult to trace the 
chronology of gradual linguistic change, the emer-
gence or extinction of certain words and designs, the 
change in their values, etc. [2,p. 4].

The first programs for the presentation of speech 
samples, programs of drawing up concordances 
based on linguistic databases have been developed 
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within the project COBUILT (Collins Birmingham 
University International Language Database) un-
der the direction of G. Sinclair. Concordance is a 
program allowing to analyze large amounts of text 
in order to detect patterns of use in the language of 
words or expressions. Program-concordance search-
es the requested word in the corpus and in a new 
window shows the fragments of sentences from dif-
ferent texts that use the word or phrase. Based on 
the results of concordance can be understood the 

meaning of words out of context, and their use in the 
language can be analyzed. Nowadays each corpus is 
equipped with such programs [6].

In the process of teaching a foreign language, 
depending on the educational task the students can 
be asked to perform tasks on the use of linguistic 
corpus to determine the meanings of words. In order 
to test this hypothesis, we construct a concordance 
for the word “education” based on the British Na-
tional Corpus (Picture 1):

 
Figure  1

 
Figure  2 – Excerpt from the search results window of the program 

Corpus Concordance English (v.6.5) for the word “education”
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The task of the student is the ability to “make 
discoveries” in a foreign language. The function of 
the teacher is to provide the context in which these 
strategies can develop and through which the stu-
dent will be able to “learn how to learn” [3, p. 173]. 
Corpus tasks allow the student to try on the role 
of the experimenter, who spends his unique study.
However, the process is not necessarily limited to 
the computer terminal. Results of corpus searches 
(concordances) in printed form can be easily incor-
porated into handouts, manuals, or used in tradition-
al teaching in the classroom.

Thus, the impact of modern technology on the 
process of teaching a foreign language, the emer-
gence of new technological forms of language func-
tioning lead to the rethinking of the modern defini-
tion of communicative competence. No matter what 
level of resources is used in teaching language, they 
should be directed to the formation of the communi-
cative competence, which is understood as “the abil-
ity to solve by means of a foreign language relevant 
to the learners problem of communication, the skills 
of students to use the facts of language and speech 
for achieving the goals of communication” [7].

In recent years, the methodologist-researchers 
have used the extensive texts corpora to evaluate 
the reality of the language in its natural state. New 
linguistic experience falls on their existing learning 
schemes dictated by the native language and culture. 
The scientists have proved that the work with pro-
grams-concordances plays an important role in the 

teaching a foreign language and formation of com-
municative competence. This belief is based on the 
conclusions of the theory of schemes, according to 
which the acquisition of language is a process asso-
ciated with the formation of knowledge about reality 
that are important for the culture of the target lan-
guage, and their correlation with relevant linguistic 
and pragmatic schemes. 

The collection of case examples allows the stu-
dent to conduct independent monitoring of real lin-
guistic interaction prevailing in a given language 
community relations between form and content, on 
what and how to speak in specific situations of com-
munication and how to manifest the connection be-
tween the speech situation and linguistic form[8; 9].

As examples of the work with the corpus speech 
patterns can be given an exercise to fill the semi-
fixed variable part of an expression, which com-
bines well with the search of the studied expression 
in concordance. This activity gives the students 
expressions that are variations of those in the text 
and they have to search the text to find the origi-
nal expression. For example, the students can be of-
fered the following task: Read the text (“History of 
education”) and highlight the group of verbs with 
prepositions or expressions of writing a report. Fur-
ther testing of such combinations can be performed 
in a traditional exercise to fill the gaps.

This task gives them practice with reading skills 
as they will need to skim or scan the text to find the 
original expression. In order to organize such kind of 

 
Figure 3 – Excerpt from the search results window of the 

Corpus of Contemporary American English for the word “education”
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task, it is better use a text familiar to the students or 
a text that they have already been working with, and 
retrieve a few important semi-fixed expressions (for 
example, 5 – 10). After that, the variations of these 
expressions by changing the slot-fillers are written 
on the board. In order to make it easier for students, 
it is more appropriate to them in the same order they 
appear in the text.If the teacher aims to make this 
kind of task more challenging, he can mix them up. 
Then, the students are divided into two groups. Each 
group gets a different coloured marker. The students 
should look back through the text and find the origi-
nal expressions.When they finish, one student from 
each group comes to the board and writes one of 
the original slot-filler above the changed one in one 
of the expressions. Then that student returns to his 
team and gives the marker to another member, who 
can continue the task and change another slot-filler.
When all the expressions have been changed, the 
teacher counts how many changes have been made 
in each colour to determine the winning team.

Exercises relying on corpus data are usually 
ranked tasks on understanding the linguistic forms, 
namely allowing to appeal to the often incorrect 
ideas of students of a foreign language. Observing 
the lexical, grammatical units, the learner seems to 
read many texts that promote memorization, assimi-
lation of form, meaning and purpose of speech. The 
student obtains an opportunity to observe the terms 
of repetition and variation of linguistic units in dif-
ferent contexts, corpus examples enable analyzing 
specific lexical and grammatical chains with a large 
number of words, more general ones, and short 
phrases as well [3, p. 174]. 

Professionally relevant aspects of language pro-
ficiency can also be developed with the help of the 
corpus. Methodologists, when considering learning 
through professional-oriented materials, are also 
turning to the concept of “scaffolding”. The author 
of this term, as well as the concept of “scaffolded 
instruction” (educational support) is considered Je-
rome Bruner, who described this phenomenon in 
education as a process of successive productions of 
pedagogical problems, the implementation of which 
is facilitated by the use of a number of teaching 
supports (“scaffolds”) which are eliminated as the 
students master the educational autonomy of action 
[10]. This strategy is implemented by means of us-
ing the language cliché, terminological dictionary, 
visualization material, mnemonics, suppling many 
examples of in a foreign language, which allow the 
student to implement the tasks independently.

There is a significant difference between simple 
help of the teacher and alignment of supports. In-
stead of providing a ready answer the teacher can 
support the student in finding an answer (for ex-
ample, on corpus) and thus creates supports using 
which the student in the future solves such tasks by 
himself.

The next task is to find the arguments “for” 
(PROs) and “against” (CONs) the Internet-based 
education. In this case, the students can be entrust-
ed with the choice of reading texts on the subject, 
which they find themselves. The texts can also be 
selected by the teacher. In order to ensure the in-
formation gap texts can be different. This activ-This activ-
ity teaches the students to approach the topics in 
a carefully “weighted” way and to avoid jumping 
into hasty and biased conclusions. Moreover, stu- Moreover, stu-
dents can be provided the following assignment: 
Read the text and write arguments, which were 
given by the experts on the possibilities of Internet-
based education. Write down the expressions and 
fill in the table. 

Table 1 – The sample for the information gap filling activity

Arguments 
the Internet-based education

Arguments «for» Arguments «against»

One of the most important types of corpus for 
the methodology of teaching foreign languages is 
the so-called corpus of the learner (learner corpus), 
in which the foreign written and oral speech of the 
students is stored in a computer in the form of a da-
tabase and can be analyzed in the learning process 
by both the learners and their teachers. This type of 
corpus makes it possible to track the progress in lan-
guage learning, to identify common errors and gaps 
in the knowledge of students.

The international learner corpus of English 
(The International Corpus of Learner English) in-
cludes around 2 million of words of written speech 
of English language learners who are carriers of 19 
different languages. Written speech in the corpus is 
presented in the form of students essays, learning 
English as a foreign language at an advanced level.
The corpus can also be used to control the level of 
mastering the material. With the help of the corpus 
not only lexical and grammatical assignments, but 
also tests and projects can be designed.
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Conclusion

Concluding the above, it should be emphasized 
that special place in the teaching of foreign languages 
belongs to different linguistic (specifically marked) 
corpora. Exactly the corpus technologies are today 
considered as the basis of innovation in the teaching 
of foreign languages that is proven in numerous pub-
lications. Corpora approach allows to put into prac-
tice a differentiated approach to teaching a foreign 
language. This is the main trend in the frames of pro-
fessionally-oriented teaching. It is needed to change 
the approach of using the corpus in the teaching of 
foreign languages: the corpus must be considered not 

only as a reference, available for the students, but also 
as a means of learning the language.

In this regard, a special role in the implemen-
tation of information and computer technologies 
in teaching foreign languages play multi-purpose 
and multi-national resources of National corpora.
However, for the complete application of the poten-
tial of the corpus instruments in teaching a foreign 
language, and in particular professionally-oriented 
language it is necessary to create a special, themed 
buildings, to build a dialogue between the creators 
of corpora and teachers, to develop teachers’ skills 
of using corpora and help them develop corpora that 
meet their special needs.
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